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improve
lives
We exist to

the

of the Military family.

Forces Mutual is part of a not-for-profit financial
services organisation providing financial and welfare
support to UK Military personnel and their families.
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Improving Military Lives
A review of 2018

We care for our customers throughout their Military careers, offering
insurance, money and travel products and services tailored to Armed
Forces personnel and those most important to them.
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Improving lives is at the heart of everything we do and our focus is
firmly on the people who protect us.
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Forces Mutual
is a trading name
of PMGI Limited
(PMGI), Mortgage
Excellence Plc (MEX)
and PMHC Limited
(PMHC). PMGI and
MEX are authorised and
regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. PMHC
provides the Forces Mutual
healthcare scheme. Healthcare
products are not regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority.
All Forces Mutual companies are
registered in England and Wales. PMGI,
register no. 1073408; MEX, register no.
03527577; PMHC, register no. 03018474.
Registered office: Alexandra House, Queen
Street, Lichfield, Staffordshire, WS13 6QS.

Passionate about investing in the wellbeing of the Military family, we
link everything we do to making a positive difference to their lives and
the wider Military community and are proud to demonstrate how we
stand apart from other organisations in our field.

Wellbeing in the Military
We believe that having Military personnel who feel good about themselves has to be a
good thing, not only for individuals and the Armed Forces, but for society as a whole.
By focusing on four key areas we believe we’re able to demonstrate a holistic
approach that improves lives and makes a real, tangible difference to the wellbeing
of the Military family.
If just one of the four key areas of wellbeing is out of sync, it can have a
significant impact on the way we feel generally, how we perform at work and
how we behave and interact with others.
Overleaf we’ve highlighted just some of the ways in which we continue
to help our customers, the Military family and wider Armed Forces
community balance their overall wellbeing and improve their lives.

Financial
How financially
secure we feel

Physical

Our overall health

Mental

Our ability to cope
with the pressures
of day-to-day life

Community
The area in which we
live and interact
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Financial wellbeing

Physical wellbeing

We recognise improving financial wellbeing isn’t simply
about saving more and spending less. It’s also about helping
individuals to stay in control when it comes to their money
and enabling them to build a financial safety net.

For serving personnel, achieving and maintaining a high
level of physical fitness is essential. Here are just some
of the ways we try to help.

Financial education
A survey conducted by the Financial Conduct
Authority found that 24% of UK adults have little or
no confidence in managing their money, and 46% of
all UK adults report low knowledge about financial
matters.1 Which is why, in 2018, we delivered 545
Military Foundation education sessions, which
included presentations and workshops. These were
delivered to Armed Forces personnel on Military
bases around the UK, offering financial information
and guidance to individuals, including Senior Officer
Cadets, recruits and soldiers from the Personnel
Recovery Units.

3,344
Military personnel attended financial
education sessions in 2018.

“The recruit has now left basic training with his
finances in a far better state. Following your help,
the recruit was able to relax and subsequently had a
larger amount of capacity which led to him showing
substantial improvement. In the end, he won the
most improved recruit award.”
Troop Commander
Army Training Centre Pirbright

Healthcare
Early diagnosis and treatment can significantly
improve recovery times and outcomes for patients.
That’s why we’re keen to provide a discretionary
Healthcare product that’s easily accessible for our
customers should they need it.
We provide cover for hundreds of Armed Forces
personnel and 15% of those covered have taken out
Healthcare for their loved ones too.

Mortgage and protection advice
Advice can be a valuable tool for many people when
making important financial decisions. There are
around 8 million mortgages on homes in the UK; 80%
of customers received mortgage advice of which 50%
were arranged by an intermediary – like us.2
At Forces Mutual, we offer impartial Mortgage advice
to support our customers.
“Fantastic team! Really helpful, willing to go the extra
mile and very quick with their response! Thank you.”
Amy Sharples
Forces Mutual Customer

Healthy living programme
and protection

No hidden costs. No surprises
Financial stress is a big concern for much of the
UK working population, with 63% saying their
mental health has been affected and over one
quarter saying they’ve lost sleep from worrying
about their financial situation.3 That’s why
Forces Mutual products and services aim to be
accessible and affordable with no hidden costs.

On average, a member
of our Healthcare
scheme will start their
treatment with us

11 weeks

earlier than through
the NHS.

Personal Accident Insurance
Although we hope it’s something our customers will
never need, we recognise accidents can happen
and offer Personal Accident Insurance for Armed
Forces personnel – just in case.
1 ,299 Service personnel chose to take out our
Personal Accident Insurance in 2018.

Life and Serious Illness cover provided by VitalityLife
encourages a healthier lifestyle, for mind and body,
through their healthy living rewards programme.
Over 16,600 Forces Mutual customers have taken a
policy, a number of which are now benefiting from
the VitalityLife programme, which includes partner
discounts and incentives to improve health and
wellbeing, as well as rewards which increase as a
healthier lifestyle is reached and maintained.

WE
WANT TO
IMPROVE
LIVES

Mental wellbeing
Many situations can cause poor mental health, from what
could be considered general problems like financial worries
and dealing with debt, to issues more obviously associated
with the Armed Forces, such as physical injury and coping
with the effects of traumatic events.

Sports sponsorship

Mood disorders accounted for one
third of all mental disorders, with the
majority of the diagnoses being for
depressive episodes.4

We recognise the great work undertaken by the
MoD to promote mental wellbeing and mitigate
risks to health, with personnel encouraged to adopt
a lifestyle which improves their health and enhances
wellbeing - and we’re keen to help.

We recognise the Military’s unique needs and circumstances and
here are just some of the ways we demonstrate our on-going
commitment to supporting the Military community.

And we do

In 2017-2018 approximately 3.1% of
UK Armed Forces personnel were
assessed with a mental disorder and
referred to the Specialist Mental
Health Service.4

The Ministry of Defence has stated
mental and behavioural disorders as
the cause for 18% of Naval Services,
26% of Army and 36% of RAF medical
discharges.5

Community wellbeing

Respite care
Having a short break away from the normal daily
routine, in different surroundings, can make all the
difference to someone who suffers Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD) or physical illnesses as a
result of their service, and to their family as well.
That’s why we offered 43 respite breaks to Military
personnel in 2018, giving families something positive
to focus on and much needed quality time together.

“My family and I would like to thank you and Forces
Mutual for allowing us to finish what was a terrible
year for us with an unforgettable Christmas getaway.
The 4 night break at Minehead Butlins over the
Christmas period was incredible. There were many
little touches provided by Butlins which made the
Christmas experience very special.
My 7 year old was especially impressed that his
letter to Santa, explaining that we weren’t going to
be home for Xmas, wasn’t ignored.
Many thanks”
Adam
Recipient of respite break

We’re pleased to provide sponsorship for a number
of sports teams, events and activities throughout
the Military. In 2018, we actively supported over 50
events and teams at unit/base level, including over
24 boxing events and sports awards dinners.
“I am writing to extend my gratitude for your
generous sponsorship of the Bay2Bay2018
swimming event that was held on 13th July 18 at
Happy Valley, Episkopi Garrison. 184 swimmers
took part and the event raised nearly €1000 for
local charities. Your sponsorship contributed to the
inherent costs of running such a complex event and
was greatly received.”
Anonymous

Visit to HMNB Portsmouth
In 2018, we were delighted to have the opportunity
to visit Navy personnel at HMNB Portsmouth,
offering those present both hot drinks and food as
part of our wellbeing initiative BeFit4Life. Our teams
took orders and delivered to those on board HMS St
Albans and HMS Kent, which were both berthed at
the time.

